
Auriga Measurement Systems Announces Acquisition of Nanometrics' DiVA 
Series 

HONOLULU, Hawaii, June 5, 2007 

Auriga Measurement Systems, LLC today announced it has acquired the DiVA Pulsed IV Instrument series from 
Nanometrics Industries of Milpitas, California for an undisclosed amount. Previously owned by Accent Optical 
Technologies, DiVA is a well-known supplier to the RF microwave industry and offers moderate power, low-cost pulsed 
IV instruments. 

David Menzer, president of Auriga said, "Strategically, this is a good acquisition for Auriga, as this acquisition adds 
instant depth to our product line in our core market space. Auriga's board has challenged us to grow organically and 
through acquisitions; this is the first of what we hope to be many strategic purchases in the coming years that make us a 
stronger company for our customers." 

"In our industry," said Ted Lewis, director of sales and marketing for Auriga, "DiVA is well-known and has a good 
reputation as a stand-alone solution provider. DiVA's products compliment our high performance pulsed IV offerings, 
allowing us to provide a broader range of solutions to our customers. I believe our sales channel will have a lot of fun 
with the DiVA line, as it will give our channel more opportunity to meet the needs of their customers." 

Auriga will sell the current DiVA product line under the Auriga name. It will also assume full support responsibility for 
current DiVA customers with their DiVA systems. Auriga will explore embedding the DiVA technology into its own 
technology and offering one system with a broader range of pulsed IV solutions. 

 
About Auriga Measurement Systems LLC 

Auriga Measurement Systems is a manufacturer & service provider of custom automated test equipment & components. 
Auriga believes that the close link between measurement science and device physics is critical to improving the current 
state of device modeling, and that a sound understanding of the basic physics of current active devices is mandatory to 
the delivery of cutting-edge modeling, characterization and test-systems solutions. Auriga provides improved test, 
characterization and modeling solutions for high-frequency, high-powered, complex RF microwave front-ends, allowing 
its customers to benefit from the Auriga team's more than 150-years experience of delivering time & cost-efficient 
solutions to the industry's leading RF/Microwave users. Auriga's lab and manufacturing facility is based in Lowell, 
Massachusetts, USA. Please visit Auriga at www.auriga-ms.com. 

 


